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Abstract 

The similarity of web queries plays an important role in capturing frequently asked 

questions, most popular topics of search engine or automatic query expansion. Accurate 

measurement of similarity between queries is crucial. The paper presents a new model for 

similarity metric of web queries using user logs and applied it into information retrieval for 

query expansion. Different from previous works, in the new model not only word form, but 

also semantic information has been taken into account. Experiments show that using the new 

model in query expansion actually improved recall of 8.1 percent and precision of 9.2 percent, 

which indicates the good performance. 
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1. Introduction 

The similarity of web queries is a relative new research field. Recently years it 

attracts great concern and has been successfully applied in user query expansion [1, 2, 

3], query recommendations [4, 5], document clustering [6] and question answer system 

[7]. It shows its talents and makes these applications more effective. Therefore it is 

necessary to design accurate methods for improving the performance of the bulk of 

applications relying on it. This paper proposes a new model for similarity metric of web 

queries using user logs. Both word form of two queries and their semantic information 

have been taken into account. Experiments show that using the new model in query 

expansion actually improved recall of 8.1 percent and precision of 9.2 percent, which 

indicates the good performance. 

The rest of this paper is as follows: in section 2 previous works are discussed. A new 

web queries similarity model is presented in Section 3. In section 4 queries clustering 

are discussed to find the same or similar topics. Section 5 shows the evaluation of the 

new model, including experiments, data analyzing, and the achievements. Conclusion 

and future Work is described in Section 6. 

 

                                                           
1 The work in the paper was supported by Shanghai Scientific Development Foundation (Grant No.11530700300) 
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2. Related Work 

It is a relatively new research field that measuring the similarity between two queries.  

Some algorithms have been proposed. All the algorithms discussed in the paper are all 

based on user query logs. In user query logs, all users’ query history will be recorded in 

detail. Despite the formats of logs in different search engines are slightly different, the 

basic information will be recorded, including the access time, session ID or IP address, 

keywords, clicked URL and so on. A classical format of query logs is shown as Table 1.  

 

Table 1. The format of user query logs 

Item Content 

Id 
Session ID. For example, the ID number that system 

automatically assigns to user or IP address. 

Keywords The keywords that user input in the search engine. 

Order The order that user clicked on URL. 

URL The sequence of URLs that user clicked. 

Rank The order of clicked URL in the research result.  

Datetime The datetime that user clicked on the URL. 

Submitter information The information of browser. 

 

In the search result list each record represents a web page or an entrance, providing 

the title, URL, summary and so on. Users can judge whether the record contains the 

contents they are interested. Therefore, the user's query log denotes an implicit 

relevance feedback, base on which some algorithms have been proposed to determine 

the similar query. Bruno M. Fonseca uses association rule to measure the similarity of 

queries [8]. In his research it takes query as item and session as transaction of 

association rule mining.  In Ji-Min Wang’s research, a new method for discovering 

related Web queries was presented [9]. First, some statistical characteristics of a 

candidate query for a given query were extracted from the log files, such as the 

numbers of different users submitted, the numbers of the candidate query submitted as 

well as the returned result clicked, the numbers of common terms and common URLs 

clicked between the candidate query and the given query. Then these candidate queries 

were ranked with a linear regression model learned from human labeled training data. 

Ji-Rong assumed that [7]:  

(1)If two queries contain the same or similar terms, they denote the same or similar 

information needs. 

(2)Two queries are similar if they lead to the selection of the same or similar 

document. 

The function of similar queries is defined by combining both assumptions linearly.  
 

http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100076425&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=181380019&cftoken=74671942
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3. A New Algorithm for Similar Queries Metric 

All the measures above are simple and effective. However, they are all focus on the 

level of syntax, and ignored semantic information. In this section, a new algorithm will 

be presented. Definitions of related concept in the following algorithms are as follows: 

(1)Term: a basic logical unit that user input in the search engine. 

(2)Query: the keywords that user input in the search engine, including one or more 

terms. 

Query = {Term1, Term2, ……, Termn} 

It is noticed that for any two queries Queryp, Queryq, 

Queryp = {Termp1, Termp2, ……, Termpn} 

Queryq = {Termq1, Termq2, ……, Termqn} 

There are four cases between the relationships of Queryp and Queryq: 

Case 1：Queryp = Queryq  

Case 2：Queryp   Queryq  or Queryq   Queryp 

Case 3：Queryp <> Queryq, and Queryp ∩ Queryq < >  

Case 4：Queryp ∩ Queryq =  

For any Termpi in queryp, and any Termqk in queryq, there are two cases: 

Case A：Termpi = Termqk  

Case B：Termpi <> Termqk , but there are semantic associations between Termpi and 

Termqk. 

Based on the above observations, the new algorithm is based on the following 

assumptions. 

(1) If two queries contain the same terms, they convey the same or similar information 

needs. The more terms in common, the more similar they are. For example, 

Queryp = {computer, mouse} 

Queryq = {computer, keyboard} 

Queryp ∩ Queryq = {computer} 

Thus, Queryp and Queryq are similar. 

(2) If two queries are semantic associated, and the degree of similarity is greater than a 

certain threshold, they convey the same or similar information needs. For example, 

Queryp = {prolog} 

Queryq = {computer language} 

Queryp ∩ Queryq =  

However, prolog is a kind of computer language. Thus, Queryp and Queryq are similar. 
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Based on the assumption, the new algorithm is defined as follows: 
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where N is the number of the same Terms of Queryp, Queryq; N1, N2 is the number of terms 

in Queryp, Queryq respectively; simsemantic(Queryp’,Queryq’) is the semantic similarity of 

queries Queryp’,Queryq’, which denotes in the collection of Queyp (or Queyq), after removal 

the same Terms, the semantic similarity of the remains and the terms of  Queyq (or Queyq). It 

is defined as: 
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Where xk is the semantic similarity value in the collection Sims and it is satisfied with 

xk>=xk+1. 
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It is noticed that in the new model not only word form, but also semantic information 

has been taken into account. Its values are range from 0 to 1. 

However, how to obtain the semantic similarity of two Terms is another problem. In the 

paper, we get semantic similarity with the help of Wordnet.  

WordNet is the product of a research project at Princeton University which has 

attempted to model the lexical knowledge of a native speaker of English [10]. It focuses 

on the word meanings instead of word forms. In WordNet Nouns, verbs, adverbs and 

adjectives are organized by a variety of semantic relations into synonym sets (synsets), which 

represent one concept. These relations will be associated with words and words to form a 

hierarchy structure, which makes it a useful tool for computational linguistics and natural 

language processing. It is commonly argued that language semantics are mostly captured by 

nouns or noun phrases so that the study only focus on noun in semantic similarity calculating. 

The semantic relations for nouns include Hyponym/Hypernym (is-a), Part 

Meronym/Part Holonym (part-of), Member Meronym/Member Holonym (member-of), 

Substance Meronym/Substance Holonym (substance-of) and so on. Figure 1 illustrates a 

fragment of taxonomy in WordNet. In the taxonomy the deeper concept is more specific 

and the upper concept is more abstract. 
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Figure 1. A fragment of taxonomy in WordNet 
 

Some measures have been proposed for calculating the semantic similarity of two 

concepts [11, 12, 13, 14]. In this study the measure proposed by Meng has been used 

[14]. It is defined as: 
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Where sim (ci,cj) is semantic similarity between concept ci and concept cj; lso(ci,cj) is the 

most specific common subsumer of ci and cj; IC(ci), IC(cj) is the information content that 

contained in concept ci, cj respectively. 

Because either or both of the words have more than one sense in WordNet, we need 

to compute the semantic similarity matrix as Table 2. 
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Table 2. semantic similarity matrix 

Word Pairs 
Word2 

c21 c22 …… c2j 

Word1 

c11 sim11-21 sim11-22 …… sim11-2j 

c12 Sim12-21 sim12-22 …… sim12-2j 

…… …… …… …… …… 

c1i sim1i-21 sim1i-22 …… sim1i-2j 

 

Where C1i is the sense of word1, and C2j is the sense of word2. In the result, we took 

the most similarity pair of sense: 

)],([),( 21
),(

21 ji
ji

ccsimMAXwordwordsim                             (6) 

Where c1i is the sense of word1, and c2j is the sense of word2.  

 

4. Queries clustering 

As mentioned above, similar queries denote the same or similar topic.  Our study 

obtains the topics by query clustering. Because there are a wide variety of queries, the 

system does not know how many topics there will be exist. Therefore it is required the 

clustering algorithm does not need users to set the number of clusters manually. 

After comprehensive comparison, the bottom-up hierarchical clustering method is 

adopted. The clustering process is shown in Figure 2. 

For any two clusters Cluserp，Clusterq，cluster function is defined as follows: 
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Where Queryi，Queryj are two queries; m is the number of queries in Clusterp; n is the 

number of queries in Cluterq; Sim(Queryi,Queryj) is the similarity of queryi and queryj.  
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the clustering process 
 

5. Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate our new model by experiments.  

 

5.1. Data set 

For evaluating the performance of our new model, a dataset is necessary. Because of 

commercial factors, most of search engine would not like to share their query logs.  

Only the logs of three companies that are Excite, AlltheWeb, AltaVista can be obtained. 

The latest version is AltaVista_2003. Unfortunately most pages in 2003 are not existed. 

Therefore, we build a search engine with Nutch, and ask 20 users to use the search 

engine randomly. And collect query logs from December 6, 2012 to December 26, 2012. 

After preprocessing the data, removing incomplete ones, uncivilized ones, a total of 

8144 URLs are left. 
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5.2. Results analysis 

Fourteen pairs of web queries similarity results are selected randomly, which is 

shown in Table 2.  
 

Table 2. The similarity of Web queries 

Queryp Queryq Newterm 

software virus 0.74673300 

bicycle car 0.68007700 

communist Engels 0.84922200 

hard disk input device 0.29986400 

java software system 0.15769300 

eye neck 0.60595300 

rocket rocket, satellite 0.62134600 

Atomic bomb Nuclear weapon 0.97368000 

Atomic bomb Nuclear weapon, country 0.51927700 

beijing hangzhou 0.42877800 

cell phone, inventor mobile phone, inventor 0.73751300 

rheumatoid arthritis rheumatoid arthritis, cause 0.68047300 

apple potato 0.45753600 

apple, fruit orange, fruit 0.85157900 

 

From table 2, it is noticed that only four Query pairs have the same term, they are 

{rocket; rocket, satellite},{cell phone, inventor; mobile phone, inventor }, { rheumatoid 

arthritis; rheumatoid arthritis, cause },{ apple fruit; orange fruit }。Other ten pairs do 

not contain the same term, they are {software; virus}, {bicycle; car}, {communist, 

Engels}, {hard disk; input device}, {java, software system}, {eye, neck}, {Atomic 

bomb, Nuclear weapon}, {Atomic bomb; Nuclear weapon, country},  {Beijing, 

hangzhou}, {apple, potato}. According to the new model in section 3, there are six pairs 

in the ten ones are highly semantic related. And the similarity is superior to 0.5 .  

In the clustering result, part of clustering figure is shown in Figure 3. Here the 

threshold is 0.6. 
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Figure 3. Part of queries clustering result 
 

Notes: X-axis is the semantic distance of the clusters 

               Y-axis are the queries. 

 

The proportion of clustered web queries with different threshold is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Proportion of clustered web queries 
 

From Figure 4, we can see that with the increase of threshold, the proportion of 

clustered queries decrease. 

In each cluster, we select two the most similarity queries to expand initial query. The 

result is shown is Figure 5. 
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Figure 5.  The improvement of recall and precision 
 

From Figure 5, we can see that both average recall and average precision have been 

increased. The recall has increased 8.1%, and the precision has increased 9.2%, which 

indicates the good performance of our new model. 
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6. Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper presents a new model for measuring similarity of web queries using user 

logs and applies it in query expansion. Different from previous works, in the new model 

both word form of two queries and their semantic information have been taken into 

account. A search engine with Nutch is built to evaluate the new model. First we cluster 

similar queries. The queries in the same cluster reflect similar topics.  Then using Query 

clustering result expand initial query. Experiments show that using new model in query 

expansion significantly improved recall of 8.1%, and precision of 9.2%, which indicates 

the good performance of our new model. In future work, we will attempt to use this 

model document clustering, question-answer system and so on. 
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